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Warm up

1. Take 20 seconds to rank yourself about

“How much did I practice negotiation in 
the past?” 

1 being “I never did” and 5 being “I do 
that all the time”

2. Introduce yourself to your neighbours. 
Sort yourselves in a row by ranking.



PROVIDES to

those who rarely 
practice negotiation

to be prepared when a 
situation of negotiation
arises



According to you:

What is a 
negotiation?



➔ the presence of a conflict of interest between the interlocutors;

➔ the absence of established rules, or of an or imposed process to 
resolve a conflict;

➔ looking for an agreement between the interlocutors

A negotiation is…



Agenda of the day

Your game
workshop

Share your
Insights

Busting myths 
and stereotypes



Who amongst you would be
interested

in animating or co-animating

the game workshop today?

Sophie SY-YIN

Alexandre QUACH

#OpenSeriousGame
Jord Rengerve



Your game
workshop



Game workshop: "In the shoe of a negotiator"

You are going to experiment in a fictive negotiation scenario

House rules: Don’t use gender discrimination or physical 
attribute stereotypes when engaged in the negotiation.



Workshop: In the shoes of a negotiator!

Create groups of 
2 negotiating persons (+N observers)



I know nothing about 
negotiation

I am seasoned in 
negotiation

Balance the level of the negotiator in a group



Round 1: Prepare a negotiation

Your challenge is to prepare a negotiation and get ready to 
dive in with a clear mind



Game material (one per group)

1 scenario sheet 

(to cut in 2 parts)

2 negotiation preparation 
sheets (1 for each 
negotiator)



Nego-blocker: I stop the negotiation if I can’t get the 
following 

High priority: I care enough to sacrifice other elements of 
level 3 and 4

Low priority: I prefer not to have it rather than sacrificing 
other elements

Bonus: I don’t need it but why that’s worth a try (Bonus)

Nego-canvas to prepare the negotiation

My goal : 
……………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………….

What I know from my interlocutor

The conditions  that are 
favourable to me

The adverse conditions

Cultural aspect to take into account (distance, traditions, habits, 
practices, … ) 

Me and my priorities The context



Round 2: Technics and detection screening

Your challenge will be 
to use the negotiation technics 
AND
to identify those used by your interlocutor



Additional game material (for each group)

2 negotiation detection 
sheets 
(1 for each negotiator)



Last
chance

Return
to sender

Swear 
to do

Commitment Command

Reveal
your cards

Silence Warning Rephrase Open 
questions 

Mental 
load

Bluff Temporary
solution

Planned
escape

Speedy

Turtle Broken 
record

Intimidate Blowing hot 
and cold

Awful
truth

A quick overview of the technics



Mental 
load

Flood you interlocutor 
with more or less useful 

information and 
questions, until the 

interlocutor approves 
everything

Bluff

Give away false 
information to your 

interlocutor in order to 
lead  him/her to accept 

a solution or make a 
concession

Temporary 
solution

Stress the fact that the 
deal is not definitive or 
exceptional with your 

interlocutor promising 
later improvements as a 
way to obtain a solution

Planned
escape

Let the interlocutor 
believe that you 

revealed a piece of 
information by mistake

Speedy

Ask the interlocutor to 
take a swift decision. 

Invent a reason to force 
a quick decision.

Slow

down

Pretend that you have 
no deadline. The 

interlocutor is forced to 
accept your proposal to 

reach a timely 
agreement.

Broken
record

Always repeat the same 
message to your 

interlocutor

Intimidate

Instill doubt using 
daunting facts to 

reduce the interlocutor 
self-assurance and 

facilitate the adoption 
of your proposal

Blow hot
and cold

Announce a 
catastrophic scenario, 

then step partially 
backward to drive the 

adoption of a new 
solution favourable to 

you

Awful
truth

Present a new and  
irreversible issue to 

force the adoption of a 
solution that would 

balance the issue but in 
your favour



Last
Chance

Unblock a dead-end 
situation by invoking 

"The last chance 
opportunity"

Return
To sender

Repeat the statement of 
your interlocutor to 

invite him/her to reveal 
a himself further:

“I am tired.”
“You are tired?”

Promise

Declare the intention to 
concede a beneficial 

outcome later. Adopt a 
positive posture. 

Commitment

List the elements on 
which you are ready to 

commit. Share the 
conditions of your 

commitment.

Command

Lead your interlocutor 
in adopting a specific 
posture: “Now, it’s your 

turn to propose a price.”

Reveal 
your cards

Reveal a real piece of 
information about you 
that would lead to the 
adoption of a mutual 

benefit.

Silence

Stay silent for a while to 
lead you interlocutor to 
reveal more information. 

Take a real break.

Warning

Warn about the danger 
of not accepting a 

solution (that would be 
beneficial to you)

Rephrase

Repeat and clarify the 
wording of your 

interlocutor. Ensure a 
mutual understanding.

Open
questions

Use open questions to 
lead the interlocutor to 

reveal more 
information.



Running the game

Each interlocutor draws 2 attack 
and 2 defence cards face down.

Elaborate how you plan to use 
them.



Running the game

Simulate a negotiation.

Use the card in any order you want. 

Pay attention to what your 
opponent is playing. 

Check on your board to try to find 
out the cards used by your 

opponent.



Running the game

Did you correctly guess what were 
the cards of your opponent?



Round 3 (Bonus): Technics and detection screening

Use a different scenario

Your challenge will be
to prepare the negotiation

AND

to use the negotiation technics
and to identify the ones of your interlocutor



Share your
insights



What did you learn? 

Share your insights



Busting myths 
and stereotypes



The classics ( ⇒ and their upside)

The myth of the 
carpet dealer

The Myth of the 
Mafia boss

Continue the exploration: 10 myths about negotiation

The Myth of 
meeting half way

Good negotiators are 
born not made

The Myth of 
entirely rational or 
entirely irrational

⇒
Negotiation 
is a serious 
matter and 
often 
necessary

⇒ Most of the 
negotiators are 
good guys

⇒ The perfect split 
doesn't exist

⇒ Feelings 
and Reason 
both 
participate

⇒ Negotiation is 

a learned skill.

10-myths-about-negotiations


The keys to a successful negotiation:

Most of all, it depends on the quality of the
preparation,

and on the ability to engage in a dialogue with the
interlocutor.



To develop
further



Become an even better negotiator!

DIG FURTHER INTO TODAY’S SUBJECTS TOPICS NOT COVERED IN THIS 
WORKSHOP

● Remote negotiation

● Negotiation with 3 parties or more

● Ethic of negotiation

● Negotiating with your relatives 
(family, couple, kids, …)

● Non-verbal negotiation

Influence: The 
Psychology of 
Persuasion, 
Revised Edition, 
Robert CIALDINI

Some of the icons are provided by flaticon.com

http://www.flaticon.com/
flaticon.com


Congratulations!



Slides for the game 

masters

#OpenSeriousGame



Pedagogical objectives

- Identify your personal objective in the negotiation
- Discover and identify negotiation technics
- Experiment and practice the technics
- Bust myths about negotiation



Learning process

- Share previous experiences as a group (introduction questions)
- During the game:

- Simulate a situation using role play
- Use one technic at a time
- Observe the technics used by others
- Practice the technics
- Reiterate to master the technics and improve the sense of 

observation
- Share the results of the experience collectively (Sharing insights)



Advise for the game masters

- Timekeeping at each step of the game
- Balance the negotiation level of actors in a group (use the warm-

up of the game to evaluate the experience of each participant)
- Prepare the game material before the arrival of the participants.
- Integrate observers in each group (also allows to offer an activity 

for those who don’t want to play a negotiation role)



Game material
1 set per group



Mental 
load

Bluff Temporary
solution

Planned
escape

Speedy

Turtle Broken 
record

Intimidate Blow hot 
and cold

Awful
truth

Last 
chance

Return 
to sender

Swear
you will do

Commitment Command

Reveal
your cards

Silence Warning Rephrase Open 
questions 

Check the technics you detected

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3

Round 2

Round 3



Nego-blocker: I stop the negotiation if I can’t get the 
following 

High priority: I care enough to sacrifice other elements of 
level 3 and 4

Low priority: I prefer not to have it rather than sacrificing 
other elements

Bonus: I don’t need it but why that’s worth a try (Bonus)

Nego-canvas to prepare the negotiation

My goal : 
……………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………….

What I know from my interlocutor

The conditions  that are 
favourable to me

The adverse conditions

Cultural aspect to take into account (distance, traditions, habits, 
practices, … ) 

Me and my priorities The context



Game material

Cards to print: 
2 decks



Mental 
load

Flood you interlocutor 
with more or less useful 

information and 
questions, until the 

interlocutor approves 
everything

Bluff

Give away false 
information to your 

interlocutor in order to 
lead  him/her to accept 

a solution or make a 
concession

Temporary 
solution

Stress the fact that the 
deal is not definitive or 
exceptional with your 

interlocutor promising 
later improvements as a 
way to obtain a solution

Planned
escape

Let the interlocutor 
believe that you 

revealed a piece of 
information by mistake

Speedy

Ask the interlocutor to 
take a swift decision. 

Invent a reason to force 
a quick decision.

Slow

down

Pretend that you have 
no deadline. The 

interlocutor is forced to 
accept your proposal to 

reach a timely 
agreement.

Broken
record

Always repeat the same 
message to your 

interlocutor

Intimidate

Instill doubt using 
daunting facts to 

reduce the interlocutor 
self-assurance and 

facilitate the adoption 
of your proposal

Blow hot
and cold

Announce a 
catastrophic scenario, 

then step partially 
backward to drive the 

adoption of a new 
solution favourable to 

you

Awful
truth

Present a new and  
irreversible issue to 

force the adoption of a 
solution that would 

balance the issue but in 
your favour



Last
Chance

Unblock a dead-end 
situation by invoking 

"The last chance 
opportunity"

Return
To sender

Repeat the statement of 
your interlocutor to 

invite him/her to reveal 
a himself further:

“I am tired.”
“You are tired?”

Promise

Declare the intention to 
concede a beneficial 

outcome later. Adopt a 
positive posture. 

Commitment

List the elements on 
which you are ready to 

commit. Share the 
conditions of your 

commitment.

Command

Lead your interlocutor 
in adopting a specific 
posture: “Now, it’s your 

turn to propose a price.”

Reveal 
your cards

Reveal a real piece of 
information about you 
that would lead to the 
adoption of a mutual 

benefit.

Silence

Stay silent for a while to 
lead you interlocutor to 
reveal more information. 

Take a real break.

Warning

Warn about the danger 
of not accepting a 

solution (that would be 
beneficial to you)

Rephrase

Repeat and clarify the 
wording of your 

interlocutor. Ensure a 
mutual understanding.

Open
questions

Use open questions to 
lead the interlocutor to 

reveal more 
information.



1 scenario per 
group. Print and 
cut.



Nego-blocker: I stop the negotiation if I can’t get the 
following 

High priority: I care enough to sacrifice other elements of 
level 3 and 4

Low priority: I prefer not to have it rather than sacrificing 
other elements

Bonus: I don’t need it but why that’s worth a try (Bonus)

Nego-canvas to prepare the negotiation

My goal : 
……………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………….

What I know from my interlocutor

The conditions  that are 
favourable to me

The adverse conditions

Cultural aspect to take into account (distance, traditions, habits, 
practices, … ) 

Me and my priorities The context



MARC
Marc wants to sell his house to Germaine and 
Mikael

GERMAINE or MIKAEL
Germaine and Mikael want to purchase the 
house of Marc.

What both sides know

➢ Mikael and Germaine visited a house in Montpellier, sold 370k€ 
and want to propose a deal to Marc, the owner.  

➢ A real estate transaction takes approximatively 2 months. 
➢ The house requires a few refurbishments (bathrooms) that would 

account for 20k€ according to the craftsmen. 
➢ Mikael and Germaine are unfamiliar with the region. They took 

several days off to visit houses. 
➢ It's summer; Marc enjoys a break between two barbecues with 

friends to follow the negotiations.

What you are the only one to know

➢ You had a real crush on the house! 

➢ The price offer is too expensive for you. You have 10k€ in Bank. You 

can't borrow more than 315k€. 

➢ You may be able to get an additional 40k€ (or even more) from 

Germaine's mother.  She invited you to visit her in 1 month and a 

half as she is usually available only at that time of the year.    

➢ You know nothing about house refurbishment (you are a singer 

and a coder), but you said nothing about it to Marc. You are afraid 

he might use that information to his advantage. 

What both sides know

➢ Mikael and Germaine visited a house in Montpellier, sold 370k€ 

and want to propose a deal to Marc, the owner.  

➢ A real estate transaction takes approximatively 2 months. 

➢ The bathrooms requires 20k€ refurbishments

➢ Mikael and Germaine are unfamiliar with the region.

➢ It's summer; Marc enjoys a break between two barbecues with 

friends to follow the negotiations.

What you are the only one to know

➢ Living in a remote region created tensions with your daughter.

➢ You did not have many visits, even if you pretend the opposite. 

➢ You are in a hurry to sell and want to move out soon

➢ You don't want to lose on the price (You value the house for 

350k€). 

➢ Your job is transferred up North in 3 months.

➢ You need 15k€ to settle down comfortably in a new location.

➢ You have experience as a bathroom construction worker.



Nego-blocker: I stop the negotiation if I can’t get the 
following 

I am in a hurry to sell and want to move out soon

High priority: I care enough to sacrifice other elements of 
level 3 and 4

I don't want to lose on the price. I value the house for 
350k€) 

Low priority: I prefer not to have it rather than sacrificing 
other elements

A transaction takes approximatively 2 months. 

Bonus: I don’t need it but why that’s worth a try (Bonus)

You need 15k€ to settle down comfortably in a new 
location

Nego-canvas to prepare the negotiation

My goal : 

Sell the house 370 k€ 

What I know from my interlocutor

Mikael and Germaine are unfamiliar with the region.

The conditions  that are 
favourable to me

• It's summer; I enjoy a break 
between two barbecues with 
friends to follow the 
negotiations.

• I have experience as a bathroom 
construction worker.

The adverse conditions

• I did not have many visits, even 
if you pretend the opposite. 

• My job is transferred up North 
in 3 months.

• A real estate transaction takes 
approximatively 2 months. 

Cultural aspect to take into account (distance, traditions, habits, 
practices, … ) 

Living in a remote region created tensions with your daughter

Me and my priorities The contextMARC



Nego-blocker: I stop the negotiation if I can’t get the 
following 

I had a real crush on the house! 

High priority: I care enough to sacrifice other elements of 
level 3 and 4

I have 10k€ in Bank. I can't borrow more than 315k€. I 
want to buy the house 325 k€

Low priority: I prefer not to have it rather than sacrificing 
other elements

I may get an additional 40k€ (or even more) in 1 month 
and a half.. I can buy the house 365 k€ in 2 months

Bonus: I don’t need it but why that’s worth a try (Bonus)

Refurbish the bathroom for 20 k€

Nego-canvas to prepare the negotiation

My goal : 

Buy the house
between  325 and 365 k€ 

What I know from my interlocutor

It's summer; Marc enjoys a break between two barbecues with 
friends to follow the negotiations.

The conditions  that are 
favourable to me

A real estate transaction takes 
approximatively 2 months. I can 
use this time to get more money 
from the Germaine’s mother.

The adverse conditions

We know nothing about house 
refurbishment. You are afraid 
Marc might use that information 
to his advantage. 

Cultural aspect to take into account (distance, traditions, habits, 
practices, … ) 

We are unfamiliar with the region. We took several days off 
to visit houses. 

Me and my priorities The contextGERMAINE or MIKAEL



Mental 
load

« The bathroom is in 
good condition, workers 
in in the region are not 
reliable, … the house is 

worth 370k€, the 
bathroom is ok … »

Bluff

« I had plenty of visits, I 
got two offers last week, 

that’s why I can take 
time to have barbecue 

with my friends … »

Temporary 
solution

« We can sign the house 
now and I will help you 

with improving the 
bathroom during next 

summer. »

Planned
escape

« I shouldn’t have told 
you that the workers are 
not reliable in the area. 
No worries, if you sign 
with me I will help you 
with the bathrooms. »

Speedy

« My friends are waiting 
for me for a BBQ. This 
afternoon I have two 
other visitors for the 

house, can we make a 
deal quickly ? »

Slow

down

« We don’t have to make 
a deal now, you can 

come back at the end of 
the summer. »

Broken
record

«The bathroom is fine, 
the bathroom is in a 
good condition, the 
bathroom is fine. »

Intimidate

«You will never find a 
house like that in the 
region, you make me 

loose my precious
time. »

Blow hot
and cold

« In the region, workers 
charge 40k€ for 

bathroom. I can help 
you getting it for 20k€. »

Awful
truth

« With the future law you 
would have to redo all 

the bathroom work in a 
year. I know the mayor, I 

can help. »

MARC MARC MARC MARC MARC

MARC MARC MARC MARC MARC



Last
Chance

« You know what, my 
firedns are waiting for 

me at the BBQ. That’s my 
last offer: 360 k€ »

Return
To sender

If they say: « We visited several
houses this week »

You reply:  « You visited
several houses ? »

Promise

« No worries, if you sign 
with me I will help you 
with the bathrooms »

Commitment

« What I offered was 
350k€ at the condition 
we sign this month. »

Command

« As you disagree with 
370k€, what is your 

proposal ?»

Reveal 
your cards

« I need to relocate in 2 
month, I am not in a 

hurry but I want a deal 
soon.»

Silence

« … »

Warning

« The construction 
workers are tough to 

deal with in the area. If 
you buy my house, I can 

help. »

Rephrase

« You offered 360 k€ and 
we can work out the 
bathroom repairs 
together to avoid 

addition expanse, you 
agree with that ? »

Open
questions

« Don’t you have some 
family who could help 

you financially ? »

MARC MARC MARC MARC MARC

MARC MARC MARC MARC MARC



Mental 
load

« The bathroom doesn’t 
need to be repaired ? How 

many construction 
company are operating in 
the area ? How much is it 

going to cost ? »

Bluff

« We have refurbished 
many houses. 

It is very expensive to 
renovate bathrooms. We 
can’t put that much on 

the house. »

Temporary 
solution

« We can offer 340 k€ 
now and we will an other 

20k€ if you help us 
repair the bathroom. »

Planned
escape

« The stair are very similar to 
the other house we loved. Oh 
sorry Marc, I shouldn’t have 
said that you are going to 

think we are not interested by 
your house. »

Speedy

« We can offer 340 k€, 
we can’t stay too long we 
have a plane to catch. »

Slow

down

« We can offer 340 k€, 
you can take your time 

to consider the offer, we 
stay in the region for few 

more days. »

Broken
record

« I afraid for the 
renovation cost for the 
bathroom. It must be so 
expansive. I fear a lot of 

work to be done»

Intimidate

« We have seen so many 
houses in better 

condition than yours. 
You should dream too 
much for the price. »

Blow hot
and cold

« I’ve seen many floods 
in the area on the news. 

Are you sure you can 
really sell the house for 

such a price ? »

Awful
truth

« The region is infested 
with termites, the 

preventive chemicals 
are going to cost a lot 

for such a house. »

GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL

GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL



Last
Chance

« We can offer 350 k€, 
that’s the last offer we 

can make, we have seen 
other houses in this 

price range. »

Return
To sender

If Marc says: « I need to 
leave soon, I am invited

at a BBQ»
You reply:  « You want

to leave soon ? »

Promise

« We can offer 340 k€ 
and 20k€ in cash after 
the signature so that 

you will pay less taxes. »

Commitment

« We can offer 340 k€ at 
the condition you help 

us to save money on the 
bathroom renovation. »

Command

« We proposed 340 k€ 
because of the 

bathroom renovation. If 
it’s not enough, what do 

you propose ? »

Reveal 
your cards

« Mikael is allergic to the 
pollen of the trees in the 

disctrict, installing air 
filters on the windows is 
going to be expansive. »

Silence

« … »

Warning

« If you don’t accept our 
proposal we might 

discover a better house 
during our next visits. »

Rephrase

« You said you have 
experience in 

construction work. You 
commited to help us for 

the renovation. »

Open
questions

« Do you have 
experience in bathroom 

renovation ?  Do you 
knox how much it can 

cost ? »

GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAELGERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL

GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL GERMAINE or MIKAEL


